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I. I NTRODUCTION

IRELESS sensor networks (sensornets) represent a
new computing class consisting of large numbers of
resource-constrained nodes called motes [12], [19], [42] which
are often embedded in their operating environments [38], [53],
[59], distributed over wide geographic areas [7], [17], [47],
or located in remote and largely inaccessible regions [4],
[27], [57]. Sensornets are enabling previously impossible
applications but since they are often battery-powered  typically by a pair of AA alkaline batteries that can supply 3
volts at 2000mAhr  sensornet operations are fundamentally
constrained by energy availability. The four main ways in
which nodes consume energy are sensing, communication,
computation, and storage [11], [12], [34], [39]. Each of these
processes consumes a different amount of energy for each unit
of useful work that it performs. Table I presents the startup
latency and power draw characteristics of a typical sensornet
node. The relevance of startup latency is discussed in detail
in Section II.
Energy constraints, coupled with the need for longer lifetimes, have led to a variety of techniques for modeling [50]
and managing energy consumption. While abstractions that
are consistent over the diversity of power management techniques remain elusive [31], several effective techniques have
emerged [9]. The most common techniques include:
 Duty-cycling: Cycling power to a subsystem to reduce
its average power draw.

Buffering multiple operations and executing
them in a burst in order to amortize a high startup or
overhead cost.
 Hierarchy: Ordering (boolean) operations by their energy consumption and invoking low-energy operations
before high-energy ones when the desired result is a
conjuction of the operations.
 Redundancy reduction: Reducing or eliminating redundancy through compression, aggregation, or message
suppression.
Duty-cycling and hierarchical sensing are commonly used to
lower the power consumption of sensors. Duty-cycling, when
applied to sensing, follows a sleep-wakeup-sample-computecommunicate cycle in which nodes spend the majority of their
time sleeping [43], [54]. The hierarchical model of sensing
uses low-power sensors to trigger the operation of high-power
sensors. These techniques are discussed in Section II.
Communications provide a plethora of opportunities for
low-power operation. Duty-cycling the radio is a very effective
technique for reducing energy consumption. However, dutycycling leads to more complex communication patterns that include polling [40] and scheduling [14], [22], [29] the channel.
Using a low-power [48] or zero-power [16] secondary radio to
trigger the main radio upon channel activity and dynamically
adjusting radio parameters [49] have been proposed as well.
 Batching:
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Other techniques include buffering packets into packet trains
to amortize the channel acquisition costs [41], dynamically
adjusting transmission power [25], routing packets through
nodes that have signicant energy reserves [33], piggy-backing
control messages and snooping on on application trafc [58].
Section III reviews some of these techniques.
At the computation level, operating system support for lowpower operation is possible. TinyOS [20], [21] uses an eventdriven execution model in which all computation occurs in
response to internal or external events. The operating system
powers down the processor between events, reducing or nearly
eliminating wasted energy due to an idle processor. These techniques are possible due to fast processor wakeup times [43]. To
support application-cooperative power management, software
components implement interfaces that are invoked by the
operating system [31]. Section IV reviews these techniques.
Energy-efcient storage techniques are also possible due
to the differences in access times and power proles of
RAM, EEPROM, and Flash. RAM buffers allow energyefcient manipulation of data which can then be persisted onto
more power-hungry EEPROM and Flash memory for durable
storage. Buffering sensor samples in RAM before logging to
Flash allows compressed data to be written to the log. As
ash memory becomes cheaper, archiving data at the sensor
nodes and communicating data only when queried becomes a
viable model of data collection [15]. Section V presents these
techniques.
Some applications require longer lifetimes than is possible with single-use batteries. If frequent battery replacement
is not a viable solution, then it is possible to equip such
nodes with energy harvesting systems. However, such systems
require management of the harvesting devices, the primary
and secondary storage devices, and the transfer of charge
between these devices. These considerations are discussed in
Section VI.
II. S ENSING
Sensors can account for a signicant proportion of the
power budget and unless their operation is managed carefully, can render inconsequential any gains from low-power
operation in the other parts of the system. Duty-cycling
is an effective and commonly used technique to lower the
rate of energy consumption. Hierarchy is sometimes used in
conjunction with or in place of duty-cycling and works by
sampling low-power sensors rst and higher-power sensors
only if the low-power sensors indicate that turning on the
higher-power sensors would provide additional information.
Aggregation of sensor values across space, time, or both
is a form of redundancy reduction that allows fewer radio
messages to communicate the same amount of information.
A. Duty-Cycling

Duty-cycling is a general and broadly applicable technique
so we review it in some depth. Although our focus is on
sensors, the central ideas can be applied to other subsystems.
Duty-cycling lowers the average power consumed by a sensor

by cycling its power on and off. The duty-cycle period, TDC ,
is the sum of the on-time, Ton , and the off-time, Toff .

TDC

=

Ton + Toff

(1)

The duty-cycle, DC , is the ratio of Ton and TDC .

DC =

Ton
Ton + Toff

(2)

The range of Ton and Toff values are constrained by several
factors. The startup latency, Tstartup , of a sensor is the amount
of time required for the sensor to stabilize after power is applied. The acquisition time, Tacquire , of a sensor is the amount
of time required to acquire a sample. For analog sensors, this
is the time to perform an analog-to-digital conversion while
for digital sensors, this is the time required to read the data
over a digital bus.
Many data collection applications collect sensor readings
of physical phenomena that change at low frequencies [54].
Duty-cycling under this model is relatively simple and follows
a sleep-wakeup-sample-compute-communicate cycle in which
nodes spend the majority of their time sleeping. For such
applications, Ton is constrained.

Ton  Tstartup + Tacquire

(3)

The duty cycle period, TDC is set equal to the desired sampling
interval. Computing the average power with duty cycling is
straightforward.
Z
1
P ower(t)dt
(4)
P oweravg =

TDC TDC

In constrast with data collection, exceptional event detection
attempts to detect rare, random, and ephemeral events. The
events of interest are usually parameter changes in ambient
signals with spectra ranging from 1 Hz to 5 kHz and expected
event durations, E [Tevent ], of a few seconds [12]. Na¨ve duty
cycling, as described above, must be augmented with additional constraints to be usable for exceptional event detection.
Obviously, Toff must be less than E [Tevent ] to ensure that
the sensor is on during the event. Indeed, the sensor must be
turned on long enough to detect the event. This period, Tdetect ,
usually consists of N consecutive sensor samples taken at a
sampling frequency, fs .

Tdetect = (N

1)=fs

(5)

Multiple samples are used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio
or ensure enough data is available for a block operation like
an FFT. The minimum on time must be increased by Tdetect .

Ton  Tstartup + Tacquire + Tdetect

(6)

Since Ton is the time needed to detect an event, including
the overhead of powering up the sensor and acquiring the
samples, Toff must be short enough to ensure at least one
complete Ton period occurs during the event. Hence, Toff is
constrained as follows.

Toff

 E [Tevent ]

2

 Ton

(7)

The factor of two in Equation 7 ensures that the sensor is fully
operational for at least Tdetect .
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There are two important cases in which duty-cycling does
not sufciently lower power consumption. The rst case is
when the inequality in Equation 7 cannot be satised because
an event is too ephemeral, and the subsystem must be powered
continuously. The second case occurs when P oweravg is close
to or in excess of the power budget and duty-cycling does not
lower the average power to an acceptable level.
B. Hierarchy

When duty-cycling alone fails to meet the system power
budget, arranging sensors in a hierarchy with one sensor triggering another allows power consumption to be further lowered. Two approaches which implement hierarchy are powerbased query optimization [36] and passive vigilance [12].
TinyDB [35], a database that presents a sensornet through
a declarative SQL-like interface, uses power-based query optimization [36] to transforms a declarative query into a query
plan that will yield the lowest overall power consumption.
Consider the query shown in Figure 1.

SELECT
FROM
WHERE
AND
SAMPLE

accelerometor, magnetometer
sensors
accelerometer > c1
magnetometer > c2
INTERVAL 1s

Fig. 1. A TinyDB SQL query.

This query can be implemented with at least three possible
query plans: sampling the accelerometer and magnetometer
before applying the selections, sampling the magnetometer and
applying its selection rst, or sampling the accelerometer and
applying its selection rst. The Analog Devices ADXL202
accelerometer [2] draws 1.8 mW and can be sampled in 0.1
ms on the Atmel ATMega128 processor [3] used in the Mica2
mote [8]. The Honeywell HMC1002 magnetometer [23] draws
15 mW and can also be sampled in 0.1 ms. If the selectivity of
the accelerometer and magnetometer selections is high, then
clearly the rst query plan will be the most expensive, the
second query plan slightly better, and the third query plan the
best since it likely will not even need to power up the relatively
power-hungry magnetometer.
Passive vigilance arranges sensors in a directed acyclic
graph, called a trigger network, in which lower-power sensors
trigger higher-power sensors, which in turn trigger computationally expensive signal processing and data fusion algorithms, which eventually trigger radio transmission [12].
Consider the trigger network in Figure 2.
In this trigger network, wake represents a simple threshold
based passive infrared wakeup sensor which turns on passive
infrared signal processing algorithm labeled pir when triggered. If the output of the pir stage is true, then the microphone, mic, magnetometer, mag, and sensor fusion algorithms,
fuse, are powered on or invoked. If the output of the fusion
algorithm is true, only then does a radio transmission, tx, occur.
C. Aggregation

Many sensornet applications require the ability to extract
data from the network and often the data consists of sum-

Fig. 2. Trigger network.

X!Y

denotes

X triggers Y .

maries (or aggregations) rather than then raw sensor readings.
Because aggregation is central to sensornet applications, [37]
has argued that it should be provided as a core service
by the system software and has presented the design of an
in-network aggregation service called the Tiny AGgregation
(TAG) service. TAG allows users to express simple, declarative
queries and have them distributed and executed in-network.
Nodes are arranged in a tree, receive data from their children,
and pass on partially aggregates to their parents.
This type of in-network aggregation is generally far more
communications-, and hence energy-, efcient than computing aggregates centrally. The TAG aggregates COUNT, MIN,
AVERAGE, and HISTOGRAM generally transmit far fewer
bytes than their centralized versions while the MEDIAN and
COUNT DISTINCT aggregates transmit the same or slightly
fewer number of bytes, respectively. The actual performance
is, of course, dependent on the network topology. TAG provides no benet over a one-hop, centrally aggregated network
but does provide a substantial benet over a n-hop line of
n nodes that are centrally aggregated (n messages for TAG
versus n2 =2 messages in the central case).
III. C OMMUNICATION
Communications is an essential, but power-hungry, aspect
of sensornet operation. Energy-efcient operation requires
careful management of all devices and layers participating in
communications. Techniques as diverse as duty-cycling the
radio, buffering packets into packet trains to amortize the
channel acquisition costs, and routing algorithms that forward
packets to neighbors with the greatest remaining battery life
are employed.
A. Radio Management

The radios [5], [6], [45] commonly used in sensor nodes
can consume a signicant proportion of the system power
budget when operated continuously. Several techniques have
emerged to reduce radio energy consumption. Polled operation
is the simplest technique and works by sampling the channel
periodically and powering down the radio between samples.
Scheduled operation works by coordinating in advance when
radios may (or may not) transmit and receive, which allows
the radios to be powered down during periods of scheduled
inactivity. Triggered operation uses a low-power or zero-power
secondary radio to signal a more capable, but also more powerhungry, main radio to wake up.
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1) Polled Operation: Polled radio operation, sometimes
called low-power listening [10], [19], [40], periodically samples the channel for radio activity and powers down the
radio between successive samples. The power savings from
this technique depends on the radio startup time, the channel
sample time, and the sampling period. Smaller startup and
sample times improve the achievable efciency, so they are
criticial radio parameters that constrain system operation.
These parameters are usually determined at system design
time, but can also be adjusted by system software [40]. Duty
cycles of 1-2% are common, resulting in similar adjustments
to the power draw.
In contrast, system software can control the sampling period, allowing for an energy-latency-channel capacity tradeoff.
The degree of the tradeoff is again dictated by the radio
startup and sample times. The effective power consumption
of the radio using this scheme is equal to the duty-cycle of
the radio (the percentage of time the radio is powered). To
be useful, polled operation requires the ability to efciently
detect channel activity, where efciently means the energy cost
of sampling the channel for activity is signicantly less than
the cost of packet reception. Practically, a radio must be able
to detect channel activity within a few frame symbol periods
(e.g. a bit, byte, or preamble period).
The Mica family of sensor nodes, which use the RF Monolithics TR1000 radio [45], employ slow, periodic sampling to
detect the preamble and then increase the sampling frequency
to perform start symbol detection [19]. Since the Mica radios
can sample the channel very quickly  on the order of a bit
period  and frame preambles are several bytes in length, this
approach leads to signicant power savings on the receive side.
In this scheme, a packet preamble must be longer than the
slow sampling period to be detected. Preamble length increases
with the channel sample period so the energy savings that
the receiver realizes is actually an additional energy burden
placed upon the transmitter. However, for lightly-loaded networks with relatively few transmissions, this technique incurs
relatively small energy cost for the transmitter and provides
considerable benet for the receiver.
Low-power listen can reduce channel capacity, perhaps signicantly, depending on the radio startup and channel sample
time [10]. For a given duty-cycle level, a longer startup or
sample time implies a longer sample period, which in turn
requires a longer preamble, which in turn lowers the useable
channel capacity. The three generations of Berkeley motes
illustrates this point [8], [19], [42].
2) Scheduled Operation: Most radios draw a substantial
fraction of the transmit power when the radio is on and receiving nothing. In sensornets, a device will only be transmitting
for short periods of time but must be listening more often in
order to forward data for the surrounding nodes. Scheduled
radio operation coordinates communications activity between
neighboring nodes by establishing time slots when a node may
or may not transmit.
One way to reduce the cost of idle listening (i.e. listening
when no radio transmission is occurring) is through periodic
listening. By creating time periods when it is illegal to
transmit, nodes need only listen part of the time [10]. This

type of scheduled sleeping, which is really a form of dutycycling, is also used in S-MAC [60] to conserve energy. The
energy-efciency of these protocols can be estimated using the
duty cycle ratio presented in Equation 2.
In contrast with periodic listening, which schedules illegal
time slots, legal time slots can be scheduled as well. The IEEE
802.15.4 standard [56] denes a MAC layer time division
multiple access (TDMA) protocol for scheduled operation.
Network-layer protocols like FPS [22] can have access to
multihop ow information that allows them to schedule radio
activity. TDMA can be used for communications scheduling
on a (perturbed) grid [29]. Applications like TinyDB, which
have a priori knowledge of communication patterns, can
implement their own scheduling policies and, for example, turn
off the entire network stack when the network is expected to
be inactive [37]. The main drawback of scheduled operation is
the energy cost and complexity of establishing and maintaining
the schedules and synchronized clocks.
3) Triggered Operation: Triggered operation uses a lowpower secondary radio to signal a more capable, higherpower main radio to wake up, with the system software
responsible conguring and coordinating the activities of the
radios. Bluetooth radios have been used as secondary radios
for 802.11b radios [1]. Unfortunately, the idle power draw of
the secondary radio is 40mW  more than the main radio
in most sensornet nodes. Customized secondary radios called
Mini Bricks were presented as part of a Wake on Wireless
infrastructure scheme [48]. The Mini Bricks use the same
RFM TR1000 [45] radios found in the Mica motes [19], so
the power draw is substantially lower than Bluetooth radios 
7mW receive and 8mW transmit.
Zero-power secondary radios have been proposed that, like
crystal radios, operate by coupling the RF signals using simple
detector circuits [16]. The output of the detector circuit is connected to an interrupt line on the processor and asynchronously
interrupts the processor upon radio activity. This idea, while
promising, has not been reduced to practice.
B. Middleware Services

Several sensornet middleware services like time synchronization, routing, and dissemination have power awareness
integrated into their design or operation.
1) Time Synchronization: Many sensornet applications require events to be timestamped so that they can be correlated
with other events or an external frame of reference. Time
synchronization services can help address this need by establishing the temporal ordering of events (X happened before
Y) and real-time issues (X and Y happened within a certain
interval) [13], [46]. Timesync also may be used to coordinate
future actions at two or more nodes (X, Y, and Z will all
happen at time T).
Proactive time synchronization algorithms that attempt to
maintain continuously synchronized clocks through the use
of periodic messages consume energy, often unnecessarily, by
sending messages every few seconds or tens of seconds. Many
common data collection and event detection applications do
not require a proactively maintained global timebase and can
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instead use reactive or post hoc time synchronization in which
event times are conveyed after the fact [30]. Such post-hoc
schemes do not waste any energy unnecessarily synchronizing
clocks. Post-hoc synchronization requires MAC-level timestamping of packets on transmit and receive as well as an API
layer that makes using post-hoc synchronization simpler.
2) Routing: Routing packets through nodes that have
greater energy reserves than their neighbors is a technique
used to prolong network lifetime and share the routing load
equitably [33]. These routing algorithms incorporate the remaining energy of nodes into the routing metric. Forwarding
messages along routes that would result in the minimum
expected number of transmissions, rather than shortest path
for example, optimizes for energy [58].
3) Dissemination: Dissemination is the process of propagating data to a large number of of nodes. Flooding is a na¨ve
approach for dissemination in which every node transmits each
unique message exactly once. Flooding has many problems
including unnecessary transmissions, which wastes power, and
excessive channel contention, which results in many nodes not
receiving the message. More effective and energy-efcient algorithms for dissemination have been proposed for sensornets.
Sensor Protocols for Information via Negotiation (SPIN)
uses meta-data to reduce redundant transmissions and uses
knowledge of the resources available to nodes, which allows
energy-efcient dissemination [18].
Trickle, using techniques from the epidemic/gossip, scalable
multicast, and wireless broadcast literature, implements a
polite gossip policy for propagating and maintaining code
updates in a sensornet [32]. Trickle periodically broadcasts
a summary of a node's data to local neighbors. However,
this broadcast is inhibited if the node has recently received
a summary identical to its own. When a node receives a
summary that older than its own, the node broadcasts its
own summary. Instead of ooding a network with packets,
the algorithm controls the transmission rate so each node
receives a small trickle of packets which allow it to stay up
to date. The Trickle algorithm is used in the Deluge bulk data
transfer protocol [24] which itself serves as the default TinyOS
network programming system.
C. Miscellaneous Optimizations

Both the PAMAS [51] and S-MAC [60] medium access
control layers conserve energy by powering off the radio in
nodes that are not actively participating in ongoing communications in a node's neighborhood. PAMAS and S-MAC decide
whether a node's radio can be powered off after receiving a
packet's destination address and checking whether the node is
an intended recipient.
Snooping on application-level packets allows network layers
to obtain information about neighbors, channel activity, and
packet transmission yields without originating packets of their
own, which saves energy. Similarly, piggybacking control
information on application trafc allows packet transmission
overhead to be shared [58].
Batching message transmission can help amortize the cost
of channel acquisition. MAC layers that implement low-power

listening, like B-MAC [40], have to transmit lengthy preambles
to ensure the receiver detects the packet. If multiple packets
can be sent in a packet train after the long preamble, then the
cost of the preamble can be spread across all of the packets,
thereby reducing the average energy consumed per packet.
IV. C OMPUTATION
Most sensor network applications are neither CPU nor I/O
bound, so a system's processor and peripherals are often idle.
Since many systems are built around microcontrollers and
peripherals that feature low-power sleep states and the ability
to wakeup quickly from these states, it is possible to put
the processor and peripherals to sleep when the system is
idle. For example, the Atmel ATMega128 [3] used in the
Mica2 mote [8] can wake up in 180s [42] while the Texas
Instruments MSP430F1611 processor [55] used in the Telos
mote [42] can wake up in 6s. In comparison, the M25P80
serial Flash memory used in the Telos mote requires between
1 ms and 10 ms to wake up [52]. TinyOS [20], [21], [31]
utilizes these fast wakeup times to provide operating systemlevel power management in an application-transparent manner.
Program execution in TinyOS is initiated in response to
events and tasks. Event sources include timer, analog-to-digital
converter completion, and communication device interrupts.
Tasks are a form of deferred computation that can be initiated
or post-ed from an event handler or another task. Pending
tasks are placed in a queue and execute on a strictly rstcome-rst-serve basis with run-to-completion semantics. Task
processing can be preempted by events. However, if the event
posts a task, that task is placed at the back of the task queue
and its execution is deferred until the preempted task, and all
other tasks in the queue, complete.
When TinyOS's task queue is empty, the system goes into a
low-power state until the next interrupt. Typically, this involves
putting the processor into a sleep state. In addition to the
processor, the system can put other peripherals to sleep as
well. TinyOS provides the StdControl interface, shown in
Figure 3, to support such system-initiated power management.

interface StdControl
{
// Init component and subcomponents.
command result_t init();
// Start component and subcomponents.
command result_t start();

}

// Stop component and subcomponents.
command result_t stop();

Fig. 3. The TinyOS 1.x StdControl interface. Note: the TinyOS 2.x startup
and power management interfaces are different.

All components that require initialization or can be powered
down should provide the StdControl interface. The TinyOS
system uses this interface as follows. On system boot, the
StdControl.init function of every module is called. The
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StdControl.start function indicates that the module,
and any subsystems that the module encapsulates, should be
powered up. Subsequently, whenever TinyOS's task queue is
empty, the system calls StdControl.stop on each module
to indicate that the system is going into a low-power sleep
state. This call gives application modules or device drivers an
opportunity to place peripherals into a power-save mode.
V. S TORAGE
Traditional memory hierarchies exist in computer systems
for reasons of performance, cost, and persistance. While this
remains true for sensornets, energy-efciency also presents a
case for employing a memory hierarchy. RAM, EEPROM, and
Flash are the most common memory devices in use but they
have vastly different read, write, and erase latencies; they offer
different access granularities; they are orders of magnitude
different in size; and they consume different amounts of power
to perform their operations. These feature differences mean
that buffering data in RAM and batching read, write, and
erase operations can be more energy-efcient than immediate
operations on EEPROM or Flash.
Earlier TinyOS platforms [19] had driver support for RAMbased buffering of reads and writes to EEPROM. Some current
TinyOS services like Deluge [24] use use a simple form
of application-controlled paging in which EEPROM or Flash
pages are read or paged-in to RAM buffers for manipulation
and then written or paged-out to EEPROM or Flash. This
simple technique of buffering pages and batching writes can be
more efcient than per-byte operations because the overhead
of writing can be amortized over the entire page. For example,
the Berkeley Telos mote [42] uses the M25P80 8Mbit serial
ash [52]. The M25P80 has a typical page program cycle time,
tP P , of 0:4 + n=256 ms, where n is the number of bytes to
be written. This translates to a batched write time of 1.4 ms
for 256 bytes versus 104 ms if the same 256 bytes are written
individually  a 74x difference. If the M25P80 is powered
down between write cycles, then the batched writing efciency
becomes even more dramatic. Since the time from power-up to
write, tP UW , ranges from 1 to 10 ms, batched writing provides
a time improvement ranging from 149x (2.4 ms vs 358 ms)
to 233x (11.4 ms to 2662 ms), respectively.
Flash memory, driven by consumer demand and Moore's
Law, is becoming less expensive and more energy-efcient.
This trend is changing the tradeoffs between storage and
communications in sensornets. Just a few years ago, data collection applications chose to communicate to sensor readings
rather than store them locally because it was more energyefcient [39]. In the future, as storage becomes increasingly
more energy-efcient, particularly when compared with communications, data collection applications might archive data
at the sensor nodes, index the data centrally, and disseminate
queries to access data dynamically. Under this model, sensornets would become a federation of tiny databases [15].
VI. E NERGY H ARVESTING
Some applications require longer lifetimes than is possible
with single-use batteries. If frequent battery replacement is

not a viable solution, then it is possible to equip such nodes
with energy harvesting systems [26], [44]. However, such
systems require management of the harvesting devices, the
primary and secondary storage devices, and the transfer of
charge between these devices [28]. It has been our experience
that exposing this logic to the application, and allowing the
application to adapt its duty cycle to the available power, as
suggested by [26], makes writing applications difcult. We
believe additional research is needed to incorporate energy
harvesting into the system software and abstract it from
applications.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Sensornet lifetime is severly constrained by the available
energy sources so na¨ve and power-oblivious operation is not
appropriate. A number of system software techniques have
been proposed to extend the lifetime of sensornet nodes including duty-cycling subsystems, batching operations, leverating
power hierarchis, and reducing redundancies. System software
techniques are more general, and hence have broader applicability than application-specic techniques, but applicationspecic techniques can be still more effective. Since the
particular mix of sensing, communications, computation, and
storage is usually quite application-specic, with different applications demonstrating dramatically different mixes, power
proles can vary widely. System software can provide only
general solutions to power management but if the system
can expose appropriate power management interfaces or implement power optimizations, as many of the techniques
presented in this paper do, then applications can inuence or
control system components and reduce power without having
to be explicitly power-aware.
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